Emotion Emojis

Shared by: K-12 Makerlab

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialized tools and materials used:</th>
<th>Experience level required:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Vinyl/craft cutter (Cricut, Silhouette, etc)  
Vector editing software (gravit, vectr, inkscape, etc)  
colorful cardstock | beginner |

Grade Level and Subject (of this example): any

Topic/Content Standards (for this example): maker skills

Students use a vector-editing program (like gravit, vectr, or Inkscape) to create or modify custom emojis that are then cut from colorful cardstock. This is a fast and easy expressive project with lots of room for customization and extensions: create other icons or indicators; design a simple game using these tokens; identify and express moods and feelings, etc.